5 Events the Shaped the Church

Jesus Movement (1960s-70s)
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Before you start...
Recap how your Bible time went this week. Share your victories and your struggles.

This Week’s Main Thing
The Jesus Movement ends our series 5 Events that Shaped the Church...

List 3-5 events that you can trace that had a
profound impact on your faith.
Questions & Facts For Discussion
Ask your JG if anyone remembers first hand the Jesus

Movement?

Look at the text again... Matthew 25:31-46
- Read it in 2 parts... First Mt. 25:31-40 & talk about it, and then Mt. 25:41-46
- What does this passage say about the what really defines our FAITH?

The Bottom Line
Make sure that you are all able to view the video posted with this Talk-It-Over!!!
- If you are not tech-savy - CONNECT a laptop to the wifi where you meet and use that!
- Do this (ahead of time!) so you are not losing momentum for the night.

Watch the full 7+ minute version from our website!!!
Take the remainder of your time and discuss how those words spoke to you!!!

Where We Go From Here
In two weeks, we will Begin our series Beatitudes. Bring Your Bible. Invite a friend.

GO IN... FAITH. HOPE. & LOVE.
Talking With God This Week
God, Help me to be aware of your presence in my life. Keep me focused on you and
your will for my life. Help me to not just put Jesus first in my life, but in the center of all
I do and am! Father God, remind me of my place in Your kingdom and how I usher
that Kingdom with me wherever I am. AWAKEN me to Your purposes and plans.
Help me to live for what is eternal and to love the least of these.

